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Nonlinear extended images via image-domain interferometry

Ivan Vasconcelos1,3, Paul Sava2, and Huub Douma3

ABSTRACT
Wave-equation, finite-frequency imaging and inversion still
face many challenges in addressing the inversion of highly complex velocity models as well as in dealing with nonlinear imaging
共e.g., migration of multiples, amplitude-preserving migration兲.
Extended images 共EIs兲 are particularly important for designing
image-domain objective functions aimed at addressing standing
issues in seismic imaging, such as two-way migration velocity
inversion or imaging/inversion using multiples. General oneand two-way representations for scattered wavefields can describe and analyze EIs obtained in wave-equation imaging. We
have developed a formulation that explicitly connects the wavefield correlations done in seismic imaging with the theory and
practice of seismic interferometry. In light of this connection, we
define EIs as locally scattered fields reconstructed by model-dependent, image-domain interferometry. Because they incorporate the same one- and two-way scattering representations used

INTRODUCTION
Seismic imaging and model estimation still present daunting challenges to the geophysical community when it comes to dealing with
areas of high structural complexity or using nonlinear scattering
present in the data 共e.g., in the form of multiples or amplitude effects兲. One avenue to address these challenges is full-waveform inversion methods 共e.g., Tarantola, 1984; Pratt, 1999; Sirgue and Pratt,
2004; Plessix, 2006; Tape et al., 2009; Zhu et al., 2009兲. These methods operate by finding models that best fit the recorded data. Although in principle they are well suited to handle nonlinear scattering effects in the data, waveform inversion methods are notoriously
ill posed in terms of their sensitivity to the choice of starting models.
An alternative to deal with the ill-posedness of data-domain nonlinear inversions such as waveform inversion or inverse scattering

for seismic interferometry, the reciprocity-based EIs can in principle account for all possible nonlinear effects in the imaging
process, i.e., migration of multiples and amplitude corrections. In
this case, the practice of two-way imaging departs considerably
from the one-way approach. We have studied the differences between these approaches in the context of nonlinear imaging, analyzing the differences in the wavefield extrapolation steps as well
as in imposing the extended imaging conditions. When invoking
single-scattering effects and ignoring amplitude effects in generating EIs, the one- and two-way approaches become essentially
the same as those used in today’s migration practice, with the
straightforward addition of space and time lags in the correlationbased imaging condition. Our formal description of the EIs and
the insight that they are scattered fields in the image domain may
be useful in further development of imaging and inversion methods in the context of linear, migration-based velocity inversion or
in more sophisticated image-domain nonlinear inverse scattering
approaches.

approaches 共e.g., Rose et al., 1985; Budreck and Rose, 1990; Weglein et al., 2003兲 is to set up the nonlinear inverse problem in the
subsurface image domain 共e.g., de Hoop et al., 2006; Symes, 2008,
2009兲. These approaches demonstrate their potential for linear
wave-equation, migration-based velocity inversion 共e.g., Chauris,
2000; Mulder and ten Kroode, 2002; Sava and Biondi, 2004兲. A key
element necessary for image-domain, finite-frequency inversion
methods is the analysis of subsurface image gathers. Extended images 共EIs; see Sava and Vasconcelos, 2010兲, as we describe in this paper, are an extension of traditional subsurface-domain image gathers. As such, our objective is to provide formalism and insight for
one- and two-way EIs that serve as the basis for developing imagedomain inversion approaches.
Most wave-equation-based imaging methods rely on crosscorrelating source and receiver wavefields to invoke the zero-time-lag
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and zero-space-lag imaging condition 共e.g., Claerbout, 1971, 1985兲.
This imaging condition has been extended by correlating wavefields
with nonzero lags in the spatial coordinates 共Sava and Fomel, 2003兲.
This allows us, for example, to study the dependence of the image
gathers on the velocity used in wave-equation-based imaging. Besides allowing for lags in the spatial coordinates when calculating
field correlations, one can also study the behavior of images after including nonzero lags in the time variable 共Rickett and Sava, 2002;
Sava and Fomel, 2006; Sava and Vasconcelos, 2010兲. We refer to the
images obtained using nonzero lags in the spatial and time variables
as EIs.
In seismic interferometry, crosscorrelating wavefields received at
two receivers allows us to extract the response between these receivers as if one of them acts as a source 共e.g., Claerbout, 1968; Fink,
1997; Rickett and Claerbout, 1999; Weaver and Lobkis, 2001;
Campillo and Paul, 2003; Schuster et al., 2004; Wapenaar, 2004;
Curtis et al., 2006; Wapenaar et al., 2006, and references therein;
Wapenaar et al., 2010兲. Representation theorems for the scattered
field traveling from one point inside the medium to another can be
found using scattering reciprocity relations 共Wapenaar, 2007; Wapenaar et al., 2008; Vasconcelos et al., 2009b兲. These theorems contain surface integrals such as those in seismic interferometry.
An image of a scatterer can be obtained by collapsing the recorded
scattered wavefield onto the scatterer location, so this formulation
based on scattering representations can help interpret the imaging
condition in the context of seismic interferometry 共Vasconcelos,
2008兲: the image is the zero-time, scattered-wave response generated by zero-offset pseudoexperiments in the image domain. Here we
expand on this notion of image-domain interferometry and show
that the representation theorems for the scattered field allow the extended images to be described as scattered wavefields that are excited and recorded in the image domain. We demonstrate this for the
one-way and two-way wave-equation formulations.
Explicitly defining EIs from exact one- and two-way scattering
reciprocity theorems is the essence of our work, but the integral representations in seismic interferometry are not entirely new to seismic
imaging. Esmersoy and Oristaglio 共1988兲 and Oristaglio 共1989兲 use
reciprocity integrals to formulate wavefield extrapolation for double
focusing in reverse-time migration algorithms, and de Hoop and de
Hoop 共1999兲 utilize general reciprocity relations to describe the data
redatuming for imaging general acoustic, elastic, and electromagnetic fields. In the context of linear imaging, Born-based migration/
inversion reciprocity relations describe wavefield extrapolation for
one-way 共e.g., Wapenaar et al., 1989; Thorbecke and Berkhout,
2006兲 and two-way 共e.g., Clayton and Stolt, 1981; Stolt and Weglein, 1985兲 imaging. Van Manen et al. 共2006兲 were the first to point
out the relationship between seismic interferometry and the migration resolution function, developed in detail by Thorbecke and Wapenaar 共2007兲. Vasconcelos 共2008兲 followed with an explicit general
representation of Claerbout’s 共1971, 1985兲 imaging condition using
scattering-based integral relations originally derived for seismic interferometry 共Vasconcelos and Snieder, 2008; Vasconcelos et al.,
2009b兲. More recently, Halliday and Curtis 共2010兲 have derived the
formal link between imaging by double focusing 共Oristaglio, 1989兲
in terms of the scattering-based version of the source-receiver interferometry method by Curtis and Halliday 共2010兲.
In this paper, we further explore the connection first established
by Vasconcelos et al. 共2009a兲 between wave-equation imaging and
seismic interferometry in general scattering experiments for oneway as well as two-way propagation. We begin our discussion by de-

fining EIs for one- and two-way imaging explicitly as space- and
time-dependent subsurface scattering experiments. Next, we use
reciprocity theorems for one — 共Wapenaar et al., 2008兲 and two-way
共Vasconcelos et al., 2009b兲 imaging to formally describe the extended imaging conditions. We explain how to generate one- and twoway EIs in terms of wavefield extrapolation steps as well as in terms
of evaluating the imaging conditions. Finally, we address computing
EIs in the context of the single-scattering assumption and connect
our reciprocity-based formulation to current practice in one- and
two-way migrations.

DEFINING A WAVEFIELD-BASED IMAGE
Two-way extended images
An imaging condition for migration by wavefield extrapolation
can be defined in terms of a scattered field GS as 共Claerbout, 1971兲

I共x兲 ⳱ GS共x,x, ⳱ 0兲.

共1兲

According to this definition, the conventional image I共x兲 can be
physically thought of as a zero-offset scattered field for source and
receiver coinciding at the image point x, evaluated at zero time 共i.e.,
at time  ⳱ 0兲. Waves in the subsurface travel with finite
wavespeeds, so the zero-offset, scattered-wave response in equation
1 is zero when x is away from scatterers or interfaces, and it is finite
when the image point is at a scatterer or interface. Thus, the principle
of causality makes the image in equation 1 physically suitable for
mapping discontinuities in the subsurface.
Based on the definition in equation 1, an EI can be defined readily
by evaluating the scattered field GS for finite source-receiver offsets
and at nonzero times:

Ie共x,␦ x, 兲 ⳱ GS共x Ⳮ ␦ x,x, 兲,

共2兲

where ␦ x and  can be thought of as space and time lags, respectively. Note that equation 2 states that the extended image Ie corresponds to the scattered-wave response excited by a source at x and
recorded by receivers at x Ⳮ ␦ x at time  . Because there are no real
physical excitations or observations inside the subsurface, we refer
to them as pseudosources and pseudoreceivers. In addition, it is
possible to define other types of extended images with pseudoacquisition geometries that differ from that in equation 2. Although
the Ie in equation 2 represents a common-source geometry, defining
Ie共x,␦ x, 兲 ⳱ GS共x Ⳮ ␦ x,x ⳮ ␦ x, 兲 generates a common-midpoint
geometry, where the conventional image point x lies at the midpoint
between pseudosources at x ⳮ ␦ x and pseudoreceivers at x Ⳮ ␦ x.
Figure 1 illustrates the latter.
Equations 1 and 2 identify an image as a scattered wavefield, i.e.,
as a space- and time-dependent object that satisfies the partial differential equation 共PDE兲

L̂Îe ⳱ ⳮ VĜ0,

共3兲

where Ĝ0 are frequency-domain Green’s functions; L̂共x兲 is a waveequation operator, e.g., L̂共x兲 ⳱ ⵜ2 Ⳮ cⳮ2共x兲 2; and V共x兲 is a scat2
tering operator, e.g., given L̂0共x兲 ⳱ ⵜ2 Ⳮ cⳮ2
0 共x兲  , V ⳱ L̂共x兲
ⳮ L̂0共x兲 ⳱  2关cⳮ2共x兲 ⳮ cⳮ2
共x兲兴.
Here,
c共x兲
and
c
共x兲
pertain
to the
0
0
perturbed and reference subsurface wavespeed models, respectively. Also, we assume Ĝ ⳱ Ĝ0 Ⳮ ĜS, L̂0Ĝ0 ⳱ ␦ 共x ⳮ xs兲 and L̂Ĝ
⳱ ␦ 共x ⳮ xs兲, where xs is some source position. It follows from the
definition of V that L ⳱ L0 Ⳮ V, so Îe in equation 3 is nonlinear on
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V. This means the extended images based on the definitions in equations 1–3 properly account for the effects of multiple scattering.
It is important to note that the scattering potential V can be defined
arbitrarily. The most common definition in migration/imaging literature 共e.g., Oristaglio, 1989; Weglein et al., 2003; Symes, 2009兲 is
that c ⳱ c0 Ⳮ ␦ c is comprised of a smooth background c0 and sharp
discontinuities ␦ c 共i.e., the singular part of the model兲. Under this
definition, V becomes an operator that accounts for the singularities
in the scattered wavefields GS. We use this definition but point out
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n
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xs x´

xr

n
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x
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Figure 1. Geometries for two-way extended imaging using scattering reciprocity. The point x 共white triangle兲 is an image point in the
subsurface/model domain D. The points x Ⳮ ␦ x and x ⳮ ␦ x 共gray
triangles兲 are, respectively, the locations of pseudosources and pseudoreceivers in D that are displaced from x by a space lag ␦ x. The values xs and xr represent, respectively, the locations of the physical
sources 共stars兲 and receivers 共black dots兲 used in the data acquisition. For each shot in xs, there are receivers xr everywhere on D or
D0; the sources themselves cover the same surfaces. The arrows
represent the scattered-wave response GS. The curved gray lines represent heterogeneity in the subsurface model 共e.g., layering兲. 共a兲 The
most general case where the surface D encloses the subsurface domain and the imaging-condition integration is conducted over x⬘ in
the volume D as well as on the surface. The subsurface model may
contain sharp boundaries, indicated by the solid gray lines. 共b兲 The
more conventional configuration for single-scattering, Born-based
imaging where integration is typically conducted over x⬘ on the open
surface D0 and where sharp model discontinuities are absent 共indicated by the dashed gray lines兲.
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that V can be defined in other ways, e.g., as a smooth time-lapse
change or by incorporating attenuation 共e.g., Vasconcelos et al.,
2009b兲.

One-way extended images
In the context of one-way wave propagation 共e.g., Claerbout,
1971; Fishman and McCoy, 1984; Fishman et al., 1987; Wapenaar et
al., 2001; de Hoop et al., 2003兲, an extended image can be defined as

Ie共x,␦ x, 兲 ⳱ RⳭ
0 共x Ⳮ ␦ x,x, 兲,

b)
xs
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xz

xd
+

R0 (xd , xz , ω )

Figure 2. Geometries for one-way extended imaging using scattering reciprocity.As in Figure 1, xs and xr represent sources and receivers that cover the top acquisition surface D0. The values xz and xd
共depicted by triangles兲 are two arbitrary subsurface points that lie on
the depth-domain surface Dd. 共a兲 The value p̂Ⳳ represents full upand downgoing fields from a source at xs on D0, depth extrapolated
to Dd from the data recorded by the receivers at all xr 苸 D0 共black
dots兲, including all multiple arrival types. 共b兲 The upgoing reflection
impulse response R̂Ⳮ
0 共equations 4 and 5兲 for a pseudosource and a
pseudoreceiver on the depth-domain surface Dd, which contains all
upgoing primaries and multiples.

共4兲

where R 共x Ⳮ ␦ x,x, 兲 is the finite-time upgoing reflectivity response to a downgoing field pⳭ 共Wapenaar et al., 2004; Wapenaar et
al., 2008兲 for pseudosources at x and pseudoreceivers at x Ⳮ ␦ x
within the subsurface 共see Figure 2兲. The subscript zero indicates
that the response R̂Ⳮ
0 corresponds to that of a medium that is heterogeneous below some depth level Dd but homogeneous above it.
Similar to the definition of two-way extended images in terms of GS
in equation 2, the image Ie is also a space- and time-dependent,
wavefield-like object. As with the two-way case, equation 4 is a
straightforward extension of the classical definition of a subsurface
image as a zero-offset and zero-time reflectivity response 共e.g.,
Claerbout, 1971兲, i.e., I共x兲 ⳱ RⳭ
0 共x,x,  ⳱ 0兲.
Despite similarities in their definitions, the one-way extended image defined by equation 4 is fundamentally different from the twoway image defined in equation 2. The first and most important difference lies in the meaning of these definitions. While it follows from
the definition of the two-way EI in equation 2 that Ie satisfies the
PDE in equation 3, the one-way Ie in equation 4 is the kernel operator
of the integral equation 共e.g., Wapenaar et al., 2004; Wapenaar et al.,
2008兲:
Ⳮ
0

p̂ⳮ共xd,xs, 兲 ⳱

冕

xz苸Dd

Ⳮ
2
R̂Ⳮ
0 共xd,xz, 兲p̂ 共xz,xs, 兲d xz,

共5兲

where 兵xd,xz其 are points in the subsurface plane Dd and where
p̂ⳮ共xd,xs, 兲 and p̂Ⳮ共xz,xs, 兲 are, respectively, up- and downgoing
fields recorded at depth as a result of sources at xs on the surface
plane D0. This is illustrated in Figure 2. The EI in equation 4 is obtained from R̂Ⳮ
0 共x d,x z,  兲 by choosing x z ⳱ x and x d ⳱ x Ⳮ ␦ x and
after an inverse Fourier transform  哫  . Therefore, although the
two-way EI Ie in equation 2 is a scattered wavefield with physical dimensions 共e.g., dimensions of pressure兲, its one-way counterpart Ie
in equation 4 is a dimensionless operator. Furthermore, the decomposition that yields the up/down-separated fields pⳭ,ⳮ imposes limitations on spatial aperture1 共e.g., leading to a decrease in accuracy toward horizontal directions兲 and ignores the effects of laterally propagating or evanescent wave modes 共e.g., Fishman and McCoy, 1984;
Wapenaar et al., 2001兲. These restrictions do not apply to the twoway extended images described by equation 3.
The one-way EI we present here describes only upgoing, backscattered responses between subsurface points, whereas the twoway EI defined in terms of GS ideally retrieves forward- and backscattered waves with no directional restrictions. Therefore, although
one-way EIs retrieve only upward-propagating reflection responses,
two-way EIs ideally can reconstruct transmission and reflection responses between subsurface points. In principle, the one-way EI de-

1
One-way fields can be treated as the product of filtering two-way fields with spatially varying local wavenumber filters; see Shubin 共1987兲 for a detailed description of the spectral properties of one-way wave propagators.
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scription can be adapted to include downgoing reflections via the
downgoing reflectivity operator 共e.g., Wapenaar et al., 2004兲. This
modification would, however, substantially increase the complexity
of one-way imaging and is beyond the scope of this paper.

EXTENDED IMAGES FROM
SCATTERING RECIPROCITY

I共x兲 ⳱ GS共x,x, ⳱ 0兲

Two-way imaging conditions
After defining the two-way EIs according to equations 1 and 2, the
next step is to formally define imaging conditions that retrieve images that comply with those definitions. Because our definitions rely on
retrieving the scattered fields GS, we can use integral scattering representations to obtain the desired images 共e.g., Thorbecke and Wapenaar, 2007; Wapenaar, 2007; Vasconcelos, 2008; Vasconcelos et al.,
2009a; Halliday and Curtis, 2010兲. These scattering representations
are similar to those in seismic interferometry applications 共e.g.,
Bakulin and Calvert, 2006; Wapenaar, 2007; Vasconcelos and
Snieder, 2008兲.
The extended images Ie that follow from equation 2 can be obtained reconstructing the scattered field GS for finite times and by allowing the source and receiver locations to be arbitrarily different
共see discussion about equation 2兲. Assuming a common x, we write
the pseudosource and receiver locations as x Ⳮ ␦ x and x ⳮ ␦ x, respectively 共Figure 1兲. Using the correlation scattering representation
for GS from Vasconcelos et al. 共2009b兲 in equation 2 then gives 共Vasconcelos et al., 2009a兲

Ie共x,␦ x, 兲 ⳱ GS共x ⳮ ␦ x,x Ⳮ ␦ x,t ⳱  兲
⳱

冕 冉冖

F共 兲
关 ⵜ pS共x ⳮ ␦ x,x⬘, 兲
D i

冊

冕 冉冖

F共 兲
关pS共x ⳮ ␦ x,x⬘, 兲
D i

冕 冉冕

冊
冊

ⳮ

F共 兲
关pS共x,x⬘, 兲 ⵜ p0*共x,x⬘, 兲兴 · nd2x⬘ d
D i

Ⳮ

F共 兲
p共x,x⬘, 兲V共x⬘兲p0*共x,x⬘, 兲d3x⬘ d .
D i
共7兲

Although we refer to this equation as a conventional image, typical
implementations of two-way imaging by, e.g., reverse-time migration do not use formulation 7.
The gradient terms in the integrands of equation 6 imply a requirement for acquiring data with monopole and dipole sources and receivers 共e.g., Fokkema and van den Berg, 1993; Wapenaar and
Fokkema, 2006兲. Dipole 共i.e., particle velocity兲 sources and receivers are seldom available in real-life seismic surveys, so it is convenient to use the far-field approximation ⵜp · n ⳱ i cⳮ1 p 共e.g., Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006兲 to recast equation 6 as

冕 冉冖

2F共 兲
pS共x ⳮ ␦ x,x⬘, 兲
D  c

冊

冕 冉冕

F共 兲
p共x ⳮ ␦ x,x⬘, 兲V共x⬘兲
D i

冊

⫻p0*共x Ⳮ ␦ x,x⬘, 兲d3x⬘ ei  d .

F共 兲
p共x ⳮ ␦ x,x⬘, 兲V共x⬘兲
D i

冊

冊

F共 兲
关 ⵜ pS共x,x⬘, 兲p0*共x,x⬘, 兲兴 · nd2x⬘ d
D i

Ⳮ

冊

⫻p0*共x Ⳮ ␦ x,x⬘, 兲d3x⬘ ei  d ,

冕 冉冖
冕冉 冖
冕 冉冕

⫻p0*共x Ⳮ ␦ x,x⬘, 兲d2x⬘ ei  d

⫻ ⵜ p0*共x Ⳮ ␦ x,x⬘, 兲兴 · nd2x⬘ ei  d
Ⳮ

⳱

Ie共x,␦ x, 兲 ⳱

⫻p0*共x Ⳮ ␦ x,x⬘, 兲兴 · nd2x⬘ ei  d
ⳮ

generalized formula for the scattered field for imaging where the pS
fields in the integrand are themselves replaced by another set of integrals in the context of the source-receiver interferometry formulation 共Curtis and Halliday, 2010兲.
Once Ie is defined by equation 6, it is straightforward to obtain the
conventional image I 共equation 1兲 by setting constant ␦ x ⳱ 0 and 
⳱ 0, which yields

共6兲

where  is density, p0 is a reference pressure field, pS are scattered
pressure waves, and p ⳱ p0 Ⳮ pS. The value F共  兲 is a deconvolution
filter that turns the pressure fields p into impulse responses G.
Here, gradients are evaluated at the points x⬘. The pressure fields
in the integrand require sources at x⬘ to be everywhere on the surface
D as well as in the volume D 共Figure 1a兲. Also, the observation
points x and x Ⳳ ␦ x are inside the model and do not correspond to
physical recording locations. In practice, we physically excite waves
at xs and record them at xr on the boundary 共Figure 1兲, so the wavefields in the integrands of equation 6 are obtained after wavefield extrapolation. Halliday and Curtis 共2010兲 use equation 6 to arrive at a

共8兲

This far-field radiation condition can introduce errors that distort the
retrieved Ie. These errors arise in the form of dynamic effects together with possible artifact arrivals, depending on the model and acquisition geometry. We point the reader to Wapenaar and Fokkema
共2006兲, Vasconcelos et al. 共2009b兲, and Ramírez and Weglein 共2009兲
for further discussions on the effects of the far-field radiation condition.
In the context of imaging conditions, the pressure fields in the integrands of equations 6 and 8 are obtained from wavefield extrapolation and not from direct physical experiments. When the fields in
question are in fact direct measurements, then equations 6 and 8 are
the same as used for seismic interferometry applications 共e.g., Bakulin and Calvert, 2006; Vasconcelos et al., 2009b兲. The volume integral in equations 6 and 8 accounts for dynamic and kinematic effects
associated with forward scattering 共i.e., transmission effects兲 and
multiple scattering, i.e., nonlinear interactions of the fields p0 and pS
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with the potential V.Although its precise contributions are model dependent, the general behavior of this volume term is similar to that of
the classical Lippmann-Schwinger scattering integral but under the
action of time-advanced field p*0 instead of the usual time-retarded
field p0. A more in-depth discussion is presented in Vasconcelos et al.
共2009b兲.
In many of the interferometry applications 共e.g., Bakulin and Calvert, 2006兲, the volume terms of equations 6 and 8 can be ignored
共Vasconcelos et al., 2009b兲. For general imaging applications, however, the volume integrals cannot be ignored 共Vasconcelos, 2008;
Vasconcelos et al., 2009a; Halliday and Curtis, 2010兲. The connection between calculating extended images and seismic interferometry arises directly from the image definitions in equations 1 and 2 together with the use of scattering reciprocity integrals 共e.g., Wapenaar, 2007; Vasconcelos, 2008; Vasconcelos et al., 2009a; Halliday
and Curtis, 2010兲. A similar analogy exists for the one-way formulation as well.

One-way imaging conditions
Given that the depth-domain fields p̂ⳮ共xd,xs, 兲 and p̂Ⳮ共xz,xs, 兲
共equation 5 and Figure 2兲 can be generated from the acquired data
via wavefield extrapolation, extended images as defined in equation
4 can obtained by solving equation 5 for R̂Ⳮ
0 . The integral representation in equation 5 also can be expressed in discrete matrix-operator
Ⳮ
form, i.e., P̂ⳮ ⳱ R̂Ⳮ
0 P̂ 共Berkhout, 1982兲. Here, the columns of the
fixed-frequency matrices P̂Ⳳ correspond to p̂Ⳳ共x,xi, 兲 for a fixed
source location xi and variable receiver location x, whereas the rows
represent p̂ⳮ共x j,x, 兲 for a fixed receiver location x j and variable
source location x at a particular fixed depth level. Figure 3 illustrates
Ⳮ
the operator R̂Ⳮ
0 共x d,x z,  兲 as a discrete matrix R̂ 0 for a fixed chosen
Ⳮ
frequency. De Bruin et al. 共1990兲 rely on R̂0 in the context of linear
inversion of primary reflections as a function of subsurface scattering angle.
A pseudoinverse reflectivity operator R̄Ⳮ
0 can then be obtained
from, say, a regularized least-squares inversion as 共e.g., Hansen,
1997; Wapenaar et al., 2008兲
ⳮ Ⳮ † Ⳮ Ⳮ †
2
ⳮ1
R̄Ⳮ
,
0 ⳱ P 共P 兲 关P 共P 兲 Ⳮ ⑀ ⌳兴

共9兲

where the dagger 共 兲 stands for the conjugate transpose, ⌳ is a shaping/regularization operator, and  is a weighting factor. With appropriate choices for  and ⌳, equation 9 can yield an acceptable estiⳭ
mate of the reflectivity operator, i.e., R̄Ⳮ
0 ⬇ R̂ 0 .
To then obtain an extended image Ie 共e.g., equation 4兲 from the reflectivity operator, one can select an appropriate subset of R̂Ⳮ
0 . For
example, selecting a column of the R̂Ⳮ
共blue
outline
in
Figure
3兲 op0
erator 共Figure 3兲 and choosing a fixed xz ⳱ x for variable xd ⳱ x
†

+
Rˆ 0 (xd , xz , ω) =

Ⳮ
Figure 3. The operator R̂Ⳮ
0 , representing R̂ 0 共x d,x z,  兲 in discrete matrix form at a chosen Dd 共Figure 2b兲 and for a fixed frequency  .
Each row of the matrix corresponds to a discrete pseudoreceiver location xd and variable xz, whereas columns represent a fixed pseudosource coordinate xz and variable xd. The dotted contours highlight
different choices of geometries of one-way extended images.
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Ⳮ ␦ x yields precisely the extended image defined by equation 4.
This choice leads to an extended image of a common-source geometry, similar to that discussed for the two-way case of equation 2. Conversely, extracting the rows of R̂Ⳮ
0 共green outline in Figure 3兲 yields
extended images with a common-receiver pseudoacquisition geometry. Another choice would be to extract the antidiagonal elements of
R̂Ⳮ
0 共red outline in Figure 3兲 by setting x d ⳱ x ⳮ ␦ x and x z ⳱ x Ⳮ ␦ x
for a fixed image point x; this would then yield Ie共x,␦ x, 兲 ⳱ RⳭ
0 共x
ⳮ ␦ x,x Ⳮ ␦ x, 兲, i.e., an extended image with a common-midpoint
geometry. This geometry would be the same as that of the two-way
Ie described by equations 6 and 8 and illustrated in Figure 1. Although these different EI geometries can be extracted from different
Ⳮ
combinations of the elements of the R̂Ⳮ
0 -matrix, R̂ 0 itself provides
the most general description of the possible pseudoacquistion geometries for the EIs.
As with the two-way imaging conditions presented above, extended imaging based on the one-way reciprocity theorem in equation 5 is directly related to the practice of seismic interferometry.
Wapenaar et al. 共2008兲 present the method of interferometry by multidimensional deconvolution 共MDD兲 that relies on equations 5 and 9
to estimate R̂Ⳮ
0 from observed up- and downgoing fields. Our approach is the same as that of Wapenaar et al. 共2008兲 except that the
fields used to estimate the reflectivity operator are depth-extrapolated fields as opposed to physically observed data as used in interferometry 共Figure 2兲.

WAVEFIELD EXTRAPOLATION FOR
NONLINEAR EXTENDED IMAGES
Two-way extrapolation
Although interferometry relies on observed fields p0 and pS 共e.g.,
Bakulin and Calvert, 2006; Vasconcelos, 2008兲, in two-way waveequation imaging 共equation 8兲 these fields result from extrapolating
共i.e., redatuming兲 the fields recorded at the acquisition surface to the
image point x 共e.g., Claerbout, 1985; Sava and Vasconcelos, 2010兲.
In imaging, p0共x,x⬘, 兲 共e.g., equation 8兲 are depth-extrapolated
source wavefields, which translates to numerically solving this initial-value problem:

再

L̂0 p̂0 ⳱ 0,

p̂0 ⳱ p̂0共x,x⬘, 兲,x 苸 D and x⬘ 苸 D 艛 D,with

p0共x,xs,t兲 ⳱ s共t兲 ⴱ ␦ 共x ⳮ xs兲␦ 共t兲

as ICs, for all xs 苸 D;

冎

共10兲

where IC stands for initial conditions, xs are the acquisition source
coordinates 共Figure 1a兲, ␦ is the Dirac delta, s共t兲 is the time-domain
source signature, and the asterisk 共ⴱ兲 stands for convolution.
The problem in equation 10 is translated as forward modeling
each shot at x⬘ ⳱ xs 苸 D to every point x inside D 共Figure 1a兲. In addition, based on the fields from surface sources recorded at every x
苸 D, the response from each x⬘ inside D to every x 苸 D must also be
calculated. This latter step can be performed, for example, with the
method of van Manen et al. 共2005兲. Solving the initial-value problem
described by equation 10 results in the p̂0共x,x⬘, 兲 fields required by
the extended imaging condition in equation 8. This reference field p0
is traditionally called the source wavefield in migration practice. The
source-wavefield calculation in equation 10 is analogous to that performed in current migration practice, with the additional step of
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modeling the response of sources that are also inside the subsurface.
This additional step is necessary for evaluating the volume integral
in equation 8.
The next step is to compute the scattered fields p̂S共x,x⬘, 兲, or the
receiver wavefields, necessary for evaluating the integrands in equation 8. These are obtained by solving the boundary-value problem:

再

L̂p̂S ⳱ ⳮ Vp̂0,

p̂S ⳱ p̂S共x,x⬘, 兲,x 苸 D and x⬘ 苸 D 艛 D,with

p̂S共xr,xs, 兲 ⳱ d̂*S 共xr,xs, 兲

as BC for all xs,r 苸 D

冎

,

共11兲

where BC stands for boundary conditions, which consist of
d̂*S 共xr,xs, 兲, the full, time-reversed scattered wavefield from the acquired common-shot data. The values xr are the acquisition receiver coordinates 共Figure 1a兲. Note that the scattered-wave data
d̂*S 共xr,xs, 兲 consist of the full recorded data minus the waves that
propagate in the reference model 共e.g., the direct arrivals兲. This, together with the use of the scattering PDE in equation 11 ensures that
there are no background waves propagated in the receiver wavefields.
Under this formulation, all nonlinear effects in two-way imaging
are restricted to the receiver wavefields only because equation 11 operates with the scattering potential V whereas the source fields described by equation 10 are functions of the smooth background model. In addition to boundary conditions for the pressure scattered field,
the ideal back propagation of recorded scattered fields also requires
appropriate boundary conditions on the gradient of pressure or, alternatively, on particle velocity fields. These can be additional field
records of vectorial acoustic fields or can be inferred from pressure
data with additional assumptions. We leave these specific backpropagation issues to future studies.
It is important to note that the receiver extrapolation approach in
equation 11 differs from usual migration practice in three points.
First, the boundary value problem described in equation 11 solves
the inhomogeneous PDE for scattered fields 共e.g., equation 3兲 as opposed to a homogeneous wave equation 共e.g., similar to that in equation 10兲. Consequently, the source wavefield p0 that results from
solving the problem in equation 10 must in fact be used for extrapolating the receiver or scattered wavefield pS as described by the problem in equation 11.
Second, receiver wavefield extrapolation according to equation
11 uses the operators L and V, which differ from the smooth operator
L0 for the source wavefield 共equation 10兲. In other words, the models
for source and receiver extrapolation are different. This allows for
modeling multiples when extrapolating the receiver wavefields because the wavefields p̂0 and p̂S are allowed to interact with the singularities in L and V 共equation 11兲.
Third, as with the source wavefield calculation above, the field
p̂S共x,x⬘, 兲 must be computed for x⬘ 苸 D in additional to surface
sources only 共i.e., x⬘ ⳱ xs 苸 D兲. In the formulation by Halliday and
Curtis 共2010兲, the extrapolation for the receiver wavefield pS is analitically expressed in terms of scattering representation integrals
共Vasconcelos et al., 2009b兲 and inserted into equation 6, as opposed
to the boundary value problem approach we present here.

One-way extrapolation
Wavefield extrapolation for generating one-way extended images
is similar to current practice in one-way migration. The depth-domain source wavefield PⳭ ⳱ p̂Ⳮ共xz,xs, 兲 共equations 5 and 9兲 is generated via

再

P Ⳮ ⳱ T ⳭS Ⳮ
0

with

SⳭ
0 ⳱ ␦ 共x ⳮ xs兲s共 兲

for all xs 苸 D0

冎

共12兲

,

Ⳮ
where SⳭ
0 is the discrete version of ŝ 0 共x ⳱ x r,x s,  兲, which are the
source data at the acquisition surface 共Figure 2兲; s共  兲 is the frequency-domain source excitation function; and TⳭ is a modeling operator for downgoing transmission that maps surface data at xr 苸 D0 to
subsurface-domain wavefields at xz 苸 Dd 共Figure 2兲. In parallel with
the source-wavefield calculation in equation 12, the one-way receiver fields Pⳮ ⳱ p̂ⳮ共xd,xs, 兲 共equations 5 and 9; Figure 2兲 are obtained from

再

Pⳮ ⳱ 共Tⳮ兲ⳮ1Dⳮ
0

with

ⳮ
Dⳮ
0 ⳱ d̂0 共xr,xs, 兲

for all 兵xs,xr其 苸 D0

冎

,

共13兲

ⳮ
where Dⳮ
0 ⳱ d̂ 0 共x r,x s,  兲 are the full, upgoing reflection data acquired for all shots and receivers on the acquisition surface. The value Tⳮ is the modeling operator for upgoing transmission that datums
depth-domain fields at all xd 苸 Dd to surface data at xr 苸 D0 共Figure
2兲. Under flux-normalized up/downgoing wavefield decomposition,
Tⳮ is the transpose of TⳭ 共equation 12兲. The inverse of Tⳮ thus
maps the reflection data at the surface to the receiver wavefield in the
subsurface.
There are three main distinctions between the wavefield-extrapolation steps described by equations 12 and 13 and those in current
one-way migration approaches. First, the upgoing surface data Dⳮ
0
⳱ d̂ⳮ
0 共x r,x s,  兲 contain the full recorded reflection response 共i.e.,
with all upgoing multiples兲, as opposed to only primary reflection
data. Second, the modeling operators TⳲ are meant to be full transmission response operators 共e.g., Thorbecke, 1997; Wapenaar et al.,
2004; Mulder, 2005兲, i.e., they model amplitude-preserving transmitted fields that contain direct arrivals as well as transmission multiples. Malcolm et al. 共2009兲 offer a scattering-series approach that
can be used for practical implementation of the nonlinear TⳲ operators.
Finally, we note that the inverse operator 共Tⳮ兲ⳮ1 is used to backpropagate the receiver data Dⳮ
0 , whereas common practice does not
rely on inverse transmission operators. In principle, these three differences combined allow for proper modeling of multiples in the
depth-extrapolated fields, which is a key element necessary for inversion of the full nonlinear reflectivity operator in equations 5 and
9. In the next section, we address differences between the steps
above and the computation of extended images in current migration
practice.

EXTENDED IMAGES IN CURRENT
MIGRATION PRACTICE
Unlike nonlinear imaging conditions and wavefield extrapolation
that models multiples in the depth-extrapolated fields, most current
migration practices rely on the Born approximation 共e.g., Claerbout,
1971; Stolt and Weglein, 1985兲 for one- and two-way imaging. The
objective behind most migration schemes is structural characterization, so it is not uncommon that additional approximations ignore
amplitude-related effects in extrapolation and imaging. As a consequence, these approximations bring two major simplifications for
practically implementing EIs: 共1兲 all of the wavefield extrapolation
can be carried out with a single, smooth wavespeed model and 共2兲
evaluation of the imaging conditions is substantially simpler and becomes effectively the same for one- and two-way imaging.
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Two-way imaging in current migration practice is typically
achieved by adapting the receiver wavefield extrapolation in equation 11 to

再

L̂0 p̂S ⳱ 0

for p̂S共x,x⬘, 兲 with x 苸 D,x⬘ ⳱ xs 苸 D0

p̂S共xr,xs, 兲 ⳱ d̂*P共xr,xs, 兲

for all xs,r 苸 D0

冎

,

共14兲

where the primary-only data d̂ P共xr,xs, 兲 replace the full recorded
scattered waves d̂S共xr,xs, 兲 in equation 11. These data are back-extrapolated with the smooth operator L0, just as used for the source
wavefield extrapolation described by equation 10. The homogeneous PDE L̂0 p̂S ⳱ 0 is not equivalent to the Born approximation of
the inhomogeneous PDE in equation 11. Proper Born modeling
would require including the forcing term ⳮVBornp̂0, i.e., solving for
L̂0 p̂S ⳱ ⳮVBornp̂0 instead 共here, VBorn represents V after linearization
on the singular part of the model, e.g., ␦ c兲. Sources and receivers are
no longer assumed to enclose the medium and are instead available
only over a finite surface D0 共Figure 1b兲. Although this assumption
mimics realistic geophysical data where physical sources and receivers are only available at the earth’s surface, it also typically introduces artifacts in the wavefield reconstruction and interferometry
processes 共e.g., Wapenaar, 2006; Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006兲.
Note that the responses of source and receiver wavefields, i.e.,
p̂0,S共x,x⬘, 兲, are computed only for points x⬘ ⳱ xs on the surface.
The fields extrapolated in equations 10 and 11 need additional extrapolated sources at the points x⬘ inside the subsurface volume.
By extrapolating the receiver wavefield according to equation 14
as opposed to equation 11, the nonlinear interactions between the
back-propagating receiver wavefield and the model discontinuities
present in the operators L and V are ignored. When ignoring the contributions of model discontinuities in the extrapolation step 共i.e., by
ignoring the Born forcing term Vp̂0兲, current two-way migration algorithms also ignore the volume integral in the imaging condition in
equation 8. Thus, an EI can be approximated from equation 8 as the
surface integral:

Ie共x,␦ x, 兲 ⬇

冕 冉冕

2F共 兲
pS共x ⳮ ␦ x,xs, 兲
D0  c

冊

⫻p0*共x Ⳮ ␦ x,xs, 兲d2xs ei  d ,

共15兲

where D0 is a subset of D 共Figure 1兲 and x⬘ ⳱ xs as shown in equation 14. This result yields an estimate for an EI that is a straightforward extension of the conventional correlation-based imaging condition, obtained by adding space lags ␦ x and time lags  to the crosscorrelation of source wavefields p0 and receiver wavefields pS 共Sava
and Vasconcelos, 2010兲.
An analogous approach is taken to generate one-way EIs under
the single-scattering approximation, using a smooth wavespeed
model. For one-way imaging, source wavefield extrapolation is
done according to equation 12, with the full transmission operator
TⳭ replaced by TⳭ
0 , the transmission operator in a smooth medium
共e.g., Thorbecke, 1997; Wapenaar et al., 2004兲. A similar replacement takes place in the receiver wavefield extrapolation: Tⳮ is replaced by its smooth medium counterpart Tⳮ
0 . Additionally, given
the computational challenges involved with computing the inverse
ⳮ1
of the transmission operator 共equation 13兲, 共Tⳮ
is typically re0 兲
ⳮ †
placed by the conjugate transpose 共T0 兲 .
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Once one-way source and receiver wavefields are extrapolated
ⳮ †
using the smooth transmission operators TⳭ
0 and 共T 0 兲 , the image is
estimated by crosscorrelating the resulting source and receiver
fields, i.e.,
ⳮ Ⳮ †
R̃Ⳮ
0 ⬇ P 共P 兲 ,

共16兲

which is an approximation to the inverse in equation 9 共e.g., Claerbout, 1971; Wapenaar et al., 2008兲. The standard one-way migrated
image is then extracted from the diagonal elements of R̃Ⳮ
0 共black outline in Figure 3兲.
From the R̄Ⳮ
0 matrix 共equation 16兲, EIs can be obtained by selecting other specific combinations of elements. For example, the off-diagonal elements of R̃Ⳮ
0 共red outline in Figure 3兲 yield the extended
image Ie共x,␦ x, 兲 ⳱ R̃Ⳮ
0 共x ⳮ ␦ x,x Ⳮ ␦ x,t ⳱  兲, which, based on
equation 16, can be directly evaluated via the integral

Ie共x,␦ x, 兲 ⳱ R̃Ⳮ
0 共x ⳮ ␦ x,x Ⳮ ␦ x, 兲
⳱

冕 冉冕

D0

pⳮ共x ⳮ ␦ x,xs, 兲

冊

⫻兵pⳭ共x Ⳮ ␦ x,xs, 兲其*d2xs ei  d .

共17兲

Thus, in current one-way migration practice, we can readily generate
an EI by adding space and time lags to the conventional crosscorrelation of receiver and source wavefields 共pⳮ and pⳭ, respectively, in
equation 17兲, followed by a summation over sources xs on the acquisition plane D0.
Figures 4 and 5 provide a numerical example from the Sigsbee
model of a one-way EI generated using equation 17. The conventional image 共Figure 4b兲 corresponds to the diagonal elements of the
estimated R̃Ⳮ
0 matrix 共equation 16兲 evaluated at  ⳱ 0. Because it is
an approximate estimate of R̃Ⳮ
0 共x,x,  ⳱ 0兲, the conventional image
is commonly interpreted as a representation of the structure of the
true model 共Figure 4a兲.
However, the EI in Figure 5 共with Figure 6 showing the geometry
of the panels in Figure 5兲 shows that extended images appear similar
to images of recorded data, i.e., time- and space-dependent bandlimited signals with characteristic moveout signatures 共in Figure 5,
␦ x has components 兵 x,z其兲. This is consistent with the reciprocitybased definitions of the EI as given by equations 4, 9, and 16, which
show that an EI is reconstructed reflectivity data acquired by pseudosources and receivers in the subsurface model. This reconstruction is
analogous to data reconstruction by seismic interferometry 共e.g.,
Bakulin and Calvert, 2006; Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006兲, with the
distinction that the extended imaging conditions are computed with
extrapolated image-domain fields as opposed to actual recordings.
Although the reflectivity response reconstructed in the EI in Figure 5 is predominantly causal as expected from the definition in
equation 4, arrivals are also present for  ⬍ 0 as a result of the approximation made in using only the adjoint of PⳭ and not its inverse
共see equations 9 and 16兲. Furthermore, the proper reflectivity moveout signatures 共Sava and Vasconcelos, 2010兲 are reconstructed
only for  ⬎ 0 and x ⬍ 0 because the towed-streamer acquisition
of the Sigsbee synthetic data only allows for receivers to be placed
on one side of the source locations.

DISCUSSION
We define EIs for one- and two-way imaging explicitly as scattered fields or, respectively, reflectivity operators that are excited
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Figure 4. Sigsbee numerical example. 共a兲 True wavespeed model. 共b兲 Conventional oneway migrated image. The blue dot in both views shows the location x of the extended image portrayed in Figure 5. The red dots show the location of the surface acquisition shots
xs 苸 D0. Note that source coverage is dense, causing the red dots to appear as a red line at
the top. The area highlighted by white lines in 共a兲 indicates the spatial coverage of space
lags ␦ x in the extended image 共Figure 5兲. The EI in Figure 5 is an approximate reconstruction of the scattered waves excited at x Ⳮ ␦ x somewhere inside the white-highlighted area and recorded at x ⳮ ␦ x. The original acquired data are laid out in a towed-streamer geometry, whereby the recording receivers lie only on the right-hand side of the shots.
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Figure 5. A one-way, full EI common-midpoint geometry, i.e., Ie共x,␦ x, 兲 ⳱ R̃Ⳮ
0 共x
ⳮ ␦ x,x Ⳮ ␦ x,t ⳱  兲. The EI is for a fixed x location 共indicated by the blue dot in Figure
4兲 and for varying ␦ x and  . The space lag ␦ x has components 兵 x,z其, shown on the figure axes. The  -axis is the time-lag variable. The planes in this figure can be interpreted as
the planes intersecting at the origin of the EI cube illustrated by Figure 6. The blue lines
denote the intersection of such planes.

and recorded within the subsurface and for finite
times. These definitions for an image 共according
to equations 2 and 4兲, although consistent with
concepts originally offered by Claerbout 共e.g.,
1971, 1985兲, differ from most formal definitions
for an image, which target direct reconstruction
of discontinuities in earth parameters, e.g., scattering potential V 共e.g., Prosser, 1969; Beylkin,
1985; Stolt and Weglein, 1985; Esmersoy and
Oristaglio, 1988; Weglein et al., 2003; Symes,
2008兲. Instead, by defining EIs in terms of spaceand time-dynamic objects such as the two-way
wavefield GS or the one-way reflectivity operator
RⳭ
0 , we use wavefield reciprocity 共e.g., Fokkema
and van den Berg, 1993; Wapenaar et al., 2008;
Vasconcelos et al., 2009b兲 to derive formal expressions for our nonlinear extended imaging
conditions.
By invoking integral reciprocity relations and
defining EIs as subsurface-domain scattering experiments, we draw an explicit connection between computing extended images via migrationbased imaging by wavefield extrapolation and
current practices in seismic interferometry. In
fact, the integral representations we propose for
generating EIs are the same as those practiced in
seismic interferometry. The scattering representation we use for our two-way extended imaging
condition is directly analogous to that in scattered-wave seismic interferometry as discussed
by Bakulin and Calvert 共2006兲, Vasconcelos et al.
共2009b兲, and Wapenaar et al. 共2010兲. Likewise,
our one-way EI formulation is based on the oneway approach of Wapenaar et al. 共2008兲.
When the imaging objective is structural characterization, it is common for current migration
practice to rely on the single-scattering approximation and to ignore amplitude effects. In that
case, the one- and two-way extended imaging
conditions are essentially the same calculation
共described by equations 14 and 17兲: a straightforward crosscorrelation of receiver and sourcedepth-domain wavefields followed by summing
over all shots on the acquisition surface. The only
difference is that the source and receiver wavefields are generated via one- and two-way extrapolation. This explicitly connects our formulation
to common practice in migration imaging widely
used today. However, this similarity between
one- and two-way EIs exhibited by equations 14
and 17 occurs only because of the approximations
involved. In their more general form, reciprocitybased two-way EIs are substantially different
from their one-way counterparts in terms of their
meaning as well as the required computations.
These differences, however, should only necessarily be addressed in imaging practice if the objective is to deal with nonlinear effects in the imaging process, such as the migration of multiples
or amplitude corrections resulting from transmis-
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sion effects. Consistent with our findings, Halliday and Curtis
共2010兲 show that Oristaglio’s 共1989兲 two-way inversion formula, a
Born-inversion extension to Claerbout’s imaging condition 共1971兲,
explicitly follows from interferometry-based integral relations.
The reciprocity-based integrals used for interferometry make no
single-scattering assumptions and in principle reconstruct full nonlinear scattering responses, so our imaging conditions based on image-domain interferometry are suitable for dealing with nonlinear
imaging such as multiple-scattered arrivals and associated amplitude effects. To account for nonlinear effects properly in the one- and
two-way cases, current extrapolation practices must be modified
such that nonlinearity is accounted for at the modeling stage. Although nonlinear transmission operators must be used for source and
receiver wavefields in one-way imaging, in the two-way approach,
only the receiver wavefields include nonlinear effects, and their
modeling becomes dependent on previously computed source wavefields.
Apart from necessary modifications in the wavefield extrapolation step, the imaging conditions that generate nonlinear EIs also differ from standard migration practice. In the two-way case, apart
from evaluating a surface integral of crosscorrelated source and receiver wavefields 共akin to source stacking typically conducted in
shot-profile migration兲, an extra volume integral term must be evaluated. Concurrent with our analysis, Halliday and Curtis 共2010兲 show
that the volume terms are necessary for nonlinear imaging as well as
for imaging based on Born inversion 共Oristaglio, 1989兲. Although
there is no volume integral term to be computed in generating oneway EIs, these in turn require inversion of the full source-wavefield
data matrix. At this point, computing the two-way volume integral or
the one-way data matrix inverse presents unsolved computational
challenges in computing nonlinear EIs practically. These issues are
the subject of further investigation.
It is important to emphasize that the greatest challenge in computing nonlinear EIs in practice is, at the same time, the main justification for why we should generate them in the first place. The computation of one- and two-way EIs requires knowledge not only of the
smooth migration velocity model but also of the discontinuities 共i.e.,
the singularities兲 in the subsurface model. That information is obviously not available at the outset of a seismic imaging experiment. It
is precisely for determining velocity models, e.g., via wave-equation, image-domain inversion approaches, that the concept of image
extensions was developed. Symes 共2008, and references therein兲
provides a comprehensive description of the role of extended images
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Figure 6. 共a兲 Each point in the conventional image in Figure 4b
yields an EI cube in the ␦ x ⳱ 共 x,z兲T and  variables. Figure 5
shows a subset of the full EI cube from the blue dot location in Figure
4b, unfolded from the planes in 共a兲 according to the illustration in
共b兲.
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in the velocity inversion problem within the context of differential
semblance optimization.
Sava and Vasconcelos 共2010兲 show that EIs can bring additional
sensitivity to the wavespeed models used in current migration practice and can help advance migration-based methods for inverting
background wavespeed models. Incorporating EIs in current migration schemes is in itself potentially beneficial for increasing sensitivity to background migration wavespeed models, and our nonlinear
EI formulation can be used to devise nonlinear finite-frequency inversions whose objective functions act in the subsurface image domain. Such approaches would bring the advantages of image extensions and differential semblance as advocated by Symes 共2008兲
when designing practical numerical solutions to the nonlinear seismic inverse scattering problem 共e.g., Tarantola, 1984; Rose et al.,
1985; Weglein et al., 2003; Symes, 2009兲. Including information
from multiples and nonlinear amplitude effects in EI-based inversion approaches can greatly increase model sensitivity but can also
result in highly unstable inversion algorithms. The practical design
of such EI-based nonlinear inverse methods remains a challenge for
future research. Halliday and Curtis 共2010兲 show that scatteringbased EIs are formally connected to exact Born inverse scattering
formulations and are thus suitable for extension to more sophisticated nonlinear problems.
On a more practical note, our EI formulation can contribute immediately to current migration routines. For instance, recent examples of two-way reverse-time migration applications that utilize
sharp boundaries in the migration velocity model to migrate multiply scattered arrivals 共e.g., Fletcher et al., 2006; Guitton et al., 2006;
Jones et al., 2007兲 rely on conventional migration practices and do
not evaluate the volume integral term in the two-way imaging condition. Our approach for generating two-way reciprocity-based images can be implemented for imaging multiple-scattered arrivals using
interpretation-based wavespeed models containing sharp discontinuities, i.e., by using sharp horizons picked from preexisting images
and using our two-way formulation to adapt a reverse-time migration scheme. Likewise, our one-way nonlinear EI formulation based
on multidimensional deconvolution is readily applicable to one-way
migrations that rely on amplitude-preserving one-way extrapolators
共e.g., Zhang et al., 2007兲 or to recursive one-way migrations that target imaging multiples 共e.g., Berkhout and Verschuur, 2006; Malcolm et al., 2009兲.

CONCLUSIONS
EIs in wavefield seismic imaging can be defined explicitly as
space- and time-dependent objects in the subsurface domain. In our
case, we define EIs as time-varying scattered wavefields that are excited and acquired by virtual sources and receivers that surround a
particular image point in the subsurface domain. This definition of
an EI departs from the typical concept of a migrated image as a static
representation of the discontinuities in the earth’s subsurface. Twoway EIs are defined as scattered fields that satisfy the partial-differential equation for scattering in the subsurface domain, whereas we
define one-way EIs as a dimensionless reflectivity operator that relates downgoing excitations with the upgoing subsurface waves recorded in the data.
Together with exact integral reciprocity relations, our definitions
of one- and two-way EIs reveal an immediate connection between
wave-equation imaging and the practice of seismic interferometry.
Our extended images are, in fact, interferometric reconstructions of
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one- and two-way scattering experiments that use model-dependent,
depth-extrapolated data as opposed to physically observed recordings typical in seismic interferometry. Because we rely on the same
general scattering reciprocity integrals used in interferometry to define EIs, we expect that our one- and two-way formulations for the
extended imaging conditions account for nonlinear amplitude and
multiple scattering effects.
To migrate multiples or to account for other nonlinear imaging effects, the computation of EIs departs significantly from today’s practices in wave-equation migration. First, the depth-extrapolation step
must be modified appropriately to model scattering interactions with
model discontinuities — only for the receiver wavefields in two-way
imaging and for source and receiver wavefields in the one-way case.
Next, the imaging condition for two-way reciprocity EIs requires an
additional scattering volume integral term that is not present in typical migration routines. In the one-way case, the extended imaging
condition requires inversion of the full downgoing source-wavefield
data matrix, which departs from current approaches that use crosscorrelation or single-channel deconvolution.
Our explicit reciprocity-based descriptions of one- and two-way
EIs can be used to address, analytically as well as numerically, the
velocity-dependent signatures of these fully extended image gathers. Consequently, these wavefield-based EIs can help devise general formulations of image-domain objective functions for finite-frequency velocity inversion. In addition, one- and two-way EIs can be
of immediate use in current reverse-time migration applications as
well as in refining amplitude-preserving one-way wave-equation
migration routines.
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